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Chapter 2511
Those words had unmasked mockery within them. Rudy had

always been an arrogant person. Being looked at like that made it

feel like a boulder was pressing against his heart.

However, he could not say anything at all. That was because the
other person was right. In the eyes of a spring solidifying realm

expert, their strength was of no significance. They were people

who could just be killed with a pinch.

However, he did not expect Malcolm to insult them in such a

pleased manner. He abruptly turned to look at Jackie as a

surprised expression flashed on his face. The two of them might

be minnows, but Jackie was a true expert.

Even a spring solidifying realm beast was nothing to Jackie, let
alone these two. Thinking about that, he wanted to show off

with Jackie, but Jackie grabbed his arm.

Jackie hatefully glared at Rudy. Rudy was really very dumb.
Jackie whispered into Rudy’s ears, “Shut up right now!”
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Rudy was so scared he shuddered at Jackie’s gaze. He did not

dare to speak anymore. Grayson ended up being warned as well.



Earlier, he was just as emotional, wanting to tell the others that

Jackie was very strong! Hansel glanced at Jackie. He calmed

down from his emotional state.

He suddenly laughed coldly, “You came to kill me? So you’re

planning on killing my friends over here?”

Malcolm frowned, feeling like Hansel seemed to mean something

behind those words. He could not help but look at Jackie and the

others, but he could not see anything. The few of them were

incredibly mediocre.
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Only one of their strengths could not be

seen, but it was clear that the person was already injured

internally. Furthermore, Jackie was standing with Rudy and

Grayson, so he should only be at the early stage of the innate

level as well.

If that was the case, they should not be much of a threat.

“Do you think we’re running a charity that doesn’t kill
innocents?” Malcolm mocked.

There were not many fighters who showed mercy. In order to

achieve their goals, killing a few people was not something they

mind.

Hansel took a deep breath as he clutched his sword tightly, “Then
come!”



As he said that, Hansel raised his head. slightly as if he was

already prepared to die. However, thinking about it, there was
something off about Hansel’s actions.

Jackie frowned. He knew Hansel’s plans. With him standing by

Hansel’s side, Hansel did have a trump card. Malcolm felt like

Hansel’s actions were strange, but he could not tell what was

strange about them.

He sighed as he shot a look at Jordan, “Since Hansel wants to die
so much, we should fulfill his wish as his juniors.”
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After saying that, Malcolm pulled out his own green sword. The
sword had countless runes on it. When he clutched the sword

tightly, a breeze started spinning around him.

It was obvious that Malcolm was a wind oriented fighter. Jackie
frowned, turning to shoot Hansel a look. Even though the two of

them did not say anything, they immediately understood what

the other was thinking after that short exchange.
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At that moment, there was nothing else to say. Jackie took out

the gray sword from Mustard Seed before he launched himself
right at Malcolm.

Hansel’s body twisted, facing Jordan with all his injuries!



Malcolm saw Jackie charging at him, and could not help but

frown. He could still not see how strong Jackie was, but the two
of them had clearly delegated their tasks. Jackie was going to

fight him while Hansel fought Jordan.

It was easy to see from that, that Jackie was stronger than Jordan!
With that in mind, Malcolm could not help but be nervous.

However, there was no time for him to think about anything then.
Malcolm’s sword glinted as he disappeared on the spot. That was
an advantage wind-oriented fighters had.

Jackie was already prepared the moment he knew that Malcolm
was a wind practitioner. The moment Malcolm disappeared, he
distorted space. The next second, a gust of wind attacked him.
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Malcolm had been fifty meters apart from Jackie initially. In the

blink of an eye, Malcolm was right in front of Jackie.

At that moment, Rudy and Grayson were stunned next to Jackie.
The two of them had never seen spring solidifying realm experts
fighting before, nor had they ever seen such a fast fighter.

It only took a moment for the weapons to clash close to each
other. If they were in Jackie’s position, they would have been

scared out of their wits. They would not even have the time to cry

out, let alone retaliate.



Malcolm’s lips curled up as he let out a pleased smile. The sword
in his hand sent out slash after slash, heading right for Jackie’s

forehead.
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“Die!” Malcolm shouted in rage.

Even though he still did not know what Jackie’s strength was, he
was still very confident in his speed. Those who did not

understand him would often fall after he launched his attacks and
closed the distance rapidly.

Even if they could avoid his frontal attacks it would be impossible
to avoid everything. They would be damaged by the shockwaves,
which was what he wanted!

When Malcolm slashed again, he stared at Jackie. He wanted to

witness his slashes piercing through him.

Yet, before he could even be happy, Jackie’s image disappeared

from the spot.

“An afterimage?” Malcolm said suspiciously.

As the second disciple of the Seven

Absolutes Pavilion, he was not just strong.

He was full of combat experience as well. The moment he found

that Jackie had disappeared, he reacted immediately, shifting his
position.
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What followed was a bang. There was a black-colored slash that

appeared where he had disappeared. He turned to look at Jackie,
who had somehow appeared four meters behind him.

Malcolm frowned as he shouted in shock, “You know how to use

the laws of space?”

A place like a third-grade clan would naturally not understand

the laws of space much at all. However, Malcolm was from a

fifth-grade clan, and a wind attribute user at that. He naturally
knew about the laws of space.

The laws of space had always been something incredibly hard to
grasp. In so many years, he’d only seen some seniors trying to

understand the laws of space. Even then, they only managed to

understand a small fraction. It was the first time he had seen

someone so young using it.
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Jackie raised an eyebrow. He was not too surprised that Malcolm

recognized he was using the laws of space so quickly. After all,
they were in Middle Province, not some backwater place like

West Cercie State.

He let out a sigh, suddenly having a different plan. Malcolm did

not seem like a very good person, but he was still from a

fifth-grade clan. He was an excellent chosen disciple, only
ranking behind Hansel.



He had plotted against Hansel probably because he wanted to
take Hansel’s place. He had ambition and skill, he was definitely
a good whetstone.

Ever since he broke through to the spring solidifying realm, he
had only been through a single battle! Thinking about that, he let
out a cold laugh. He held the gray sword in his hand tightly.
Malcolm felt that Jackie’s expression was a bit strange. Jackie
looked like a cat that was toying around with a mouse.

Just as he was feeling confused, Jackie leaped forward again,
heading right for him. The gray sword in Jackie’s hand sent out a

few attacks.

Malcolm did not dare to underestimate his opponent. The green
sword in his hand started to dance around. With the sound of a

few explosions, the green sword and the gray sword’s attacks

violently clashed together.
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Two waves of energies clashed, but Malcolm could only feel pain.
The sword in his right hand started to shake. At that moment, he
was certain that Jackie was like him, a spring solidifying realm

fighter as well.

Jackie was really hard to handle! No wonder Hansel had looked

so confident even if he was letting out an incredibly painful and
betrayed expression. He really did have a trump card!



“Who are you? Which clan are you from? Why have I never seen

you before, and how did you end up with Hansel? What benefits

is he giving you?” Malcolm asked loudly.

As the chosen disciple of the Seven Absolutes Pavilion, he had a

bit of fame both in his clan and out of it. He had basically met

most of the people who were on even footing with him.
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The person in front of him was unknown. It was his first time

meeting the guy, and he was called Jackie by his companions!
Malcolm was certain that it was his first time hearing such a
name. It proved that Jackie was probably not a chosen disciple

from any of the neighboring clans.

He could be from the inner regions, but based on what Malcolm

knew, the inner

region’s disciples would absolutely not be out here at this
moment.

Any of those guys with just a bit of skill were all incredibly
arrogant. There was no way they would know and help Hansel

here.

Jackie knew he would ask those questions. Jackie let out a cold
smile and said, “If you want to kill me, then I naturally would

want to kill you back. This is common sense, SO why are you

asking questions?”



Malcolm’s face turned dark. Only then did he remember that he

had said he would kill everyone there, saying he was not

merciful.

He had not known that Jackie was so skilled back then. If he had
known that Jackie was already at the spring solidifying realm, he
would not have moved so easily.

Malcolm narrowed his hands and said, “Those with skill are

naturally treated differently. This is a world where the strongest

up the weak. If you had shown your skill earlier, I would not have
made a move against you!”

Jackie let out a cold smile, he had to say that it did make sense.
However, Jackie was absolutely not someone who would let

things go just with a few words.
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The situation was already like that. He would absolutely not help

Malcolm get Hansel. From their conversation earlier, he could tell
that Malcolm was an incredibly ruthless person.

Hansel was in the state he was in because of a plot by Malcolm
and Jordan. Jackie would absolutely not work together with

someone like that.
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“Hansel, can you believe that you’ll actually lose to me today?!”
Jordan loudly said.



Jackie turned around to look and saw that Jordan was in an
incredibly close fight with Hansel. At that moment, Hansel might

still be able to fight back, but he was already beginning to be at a
disadvantage. His injuries were starting to burden him.

It would not take too long for Jordan to defeat Hansel!

Jackie took a deep breath. If Hansel lost completely and died in

Jordan’s hand, then he would end up having to fight against two

by himself. He did not want himself to be in such a sticky

situation, nor did he want Hansel to die just like that.

With that in mind, he suddenly turned around as he started to

form seals in his hands. Sixty Soul Swords floated in the air. With

a clap, all of the Soul Swords instantly fused into one, turning
into a massive sword.

The massive Soul Sword immediately merged with the gray
sword in Jackie’s hand. After absorbing so much energy, the gray
sword started to glow radiantly as it hummed.
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At that moment, Jackie was already in a must-win mode. He was
using Destroying the Void, which was an upper ultimate god

technique that he had already trained to the second stage.

When Malcolm looked at Jackie, he knew that Jackie was already

pulling out his full power. Malcolm took a deep breath, no longer
wanting to prolong things. He grabbed his sword with both hands,
and the green light turned into a tornado of wind circling his
sword.



Malcolm roared as he leaped forward, turning into a formless

wind as he charged straight at Jackie. At that moment, he was

completely surrounded by a green light. As the speed constantly

rose, he turned into a ray of light.
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He charged at Jackie at an imperceptible speed, “Killing Wind!”

Jackie could not determine what level of technique that was, but
he felt that there was no way it was above a middle-earth rank

technique. Jackie let out a cold laugh, not avoiding it as he

slashed Destroying the Void right at Killing Wind.

The gray sword clashed with the green light. With the two of

them at the center, shockwave after shockwave shot out.

An intense wind circled everywhere. Rudy and Grayson had

already found a safe spot to hide from the moment the battle
started.

However, the moment the skills clashed, the winds it caused sent

the two of them flying into the air!

There were trees all around them. The two of them flew a few

meters before ramming right into a tree.

They fell from the tree in a pathetic state. Their clothes were all
torn up by the branches. When they fell on the floor they even

ended up planting their faces on rotten leaves.



Rudy struggled as he sat up from the ground. After getting the

leaves out of his mouth, he started to cough violently. He was not
just in a pathetic state at that moment, he was filled with shock as

well.

Just from the shockwaves alone, he had been sent flying into the

air. If the tree had not been there, he did not know how far he

would have flown.
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Grayson was planted on the floor not far away from him. He was
in a pathetic state. When the two of them looked up, they noticed
Jackie was still standing there with his sword in hand.

The winds had already stopped by then. Other than his

disheveled hair, there did not seem to be anything wrong with

Jackie. It was as if he had not been at the center of those

shockwaves.
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Malcolm had already disappeared. When Rudy saw that Malcolm

had disappeared, he sat up abruptly, “Where is he? Where is

Malcolm?”

His loud cry had been heard not only by Grayson next to him but
by Jordan and Hansel who were still fighting as well.



The two of them seemed to stop fighting at the same time. They
both looked over at Jackie. Only Jackie stood fixed to the spot as

if nothing had happened.

Yet, Malcolm was gone. Jordan panicked, “Malcolm? Where are

you?”

He did not get a response. Other than the sounds of birds and

bugs around them, there were no other noises. After a long time,
the shrubs not too far in front of Jackie started to rustle.

Jordan frowned. He no longer cared about
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Hansel at that moment as he hurried over to where the rustling
was. He pulled something out to reveal Malcolm, who was

bleeding everywhere.

No wonder Malcolm had disappeared earlier. After falling to the

ground, the leaves around him had all been sent flying up. Once
the leaves fell again, Malcolm was buried by it.

Malcolm’s breathing was incredibly shallow at that moment.
There was a lot of blood on his body. He looked to be in an

incredibly bad state. Jordan helped Malcolm up, and Malcolm

spat out some blood before he looked up at Jackie.

At the moment, he had lost all his earlier arrogance as he looked

at Jackie. All that was left was shock. The power from Jackie’s

attack earlier had been much stronger than his own.When he was



fighting against Jackie earlier, it was obvious that Jackie had
shown mercy. Otherwise, he would not still be standing.
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“Who are you?! How are you so strong?! You’re definitely not at
the early stage of the spring solidifying realm!” If Jackie was at

the early stage, he would not have lost so badly.

He had been beaten up completely. His Killing Wind was a middle

stage earth technique. Even if he had not mastered it yet, he was
still already at the first stage.

With that skill, he was firmly in second place among the disciples

in his clan. Yet, the skill he had been so proud of had been so

thoroughly beaten by Jackie.

At that moment, Malcolm felt wave after wave of pain deep in his

soul. It was like ten thousand ants constantly eating away at his

soul. Jordan’s eyes were completely fixed on Jackie at that

moment.

In the past years, he had been completely surprised by Hansel. If
he was able to defeat Hansel earlier, it would have greatly

boosted his standing. That was why he had not been paying

attention to the other battle at all.

The moment he felt like something was wrong, Malcolm had

already been heavily injured by Jackie. To be able to defeat

Malcolm so thoroughly in just a few moves was something not
even Hansel could do at his peak.



It was obvious how strong that guy in front of him was!

Grayson’s mouth was wide open and he commented, “Oh my god!
Jackie’s way too strong! Malcolm is a spring solidifying realm

expert who’s at his peak condition, but he still could not beat

Jackie!”
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“He’s too strong! This is the strongest person I’ve ever seen in my

generation! Even the eldest disciple of Rosefinch Pavilion

wouldn’t be able to beat Jackie! Why is someone as strong as him

putting his attention on alchemy…”

Everyone knew that those who studied alchemy were usually
those who did not have any talent for fighting. After all, no
matter how many spirit crystals one could get, being strong was

much better.

Hansel stabbed his sword on the ground, using it to support

himself to remain standing and said, “Thank you, Jackie!”

Hansel was not afraid at all earlier. With Jackie around, he did
not believe he would fail.
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